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	We saw our first iPad in a theater in Hollywood, California, in the

	summer of 1968. It appeared in the movie 2001: A Space Odyssey,

	and the iPad (called a Newspad in the Arthur C. Clarke novel on

	which the movie is based) made its debut when astronaut Dave

	Bowman used it to view the news while having a horrific-looking

	meal of puréed space food. We didn’t want any of that food, but

	boy, did that Newspad look appetizing.





	It took only 42 years (interesting number, 42) for the iPad to make

	it from Hollywood to the Apple Store.





	Even more entertaining than the movie were the consternation

	and confusion among technology pundits when the iPad was

	announced in 2010. Very few of them could figure out what the

	device was for, and all too many of them were convinced that it

	wouldn’t be popular.





	Now we’re a year into the iPad era. The iPad has turned out to be

	even more popular than even the most optimistic pundits

	expected, and the public has had no problem figuring out what the

	device is for. In fact, iPad owners have come up with ways to use it

	that no one expected. (While we were writing this book, for

	example, a new album recorded and mixed entirely on the iPad

	went on sale in the iTunes Store.)
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Data Broadcasting: Merging Digital Broadcasting with the Internet, Revised EditionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
An updated and revised edition of Data Broadcasting: The Technology and the Business, c1999. Features new sections on wireless communications, and explains how data broadcasting can solve traffic problems on the Internet. For executives and developers in the telecommunications, software, hardware and media industries. Softcover.       
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The End of Comparative Philosophy and the Task of Comparative Thinking: Heidegger, Derrida, and DaoismUniversity of New York, 2009
Monotonization of the world. Strong spiritual impression of all travels of the last years, despite the individual happiness: a pale drab of monotonization of the world. Everything is becoming similar in its outward appearances, leveling out in a uniform cultural scheme. The individual customs of peoples are wearing off , the way of dress is...
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Purpose in Life: A Critical Component of Optimal Youth DevelopmentSpringer, 2013

	This volume integrates and makes sense of the growing body of theoretical and empirical research conducted on purpose across the lifespan.  It opens with a comprehensive yet detailed discussion of the definitions of purpose most commonly used in studies on the topic.  In addition to defining the construct, the author also discusses...
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GlassFish SecurityPackt Publishing, 2010

	Security was, is, and will be one of the most important aspects of Enterprise Applications and one of the most challenging areas for architects, developers, and administrators. It is mandatory for Java EE application developers to secure their enterprise applications using Glassfish security features.


	Learn to secure Java EE...
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3-D Human Modeling and Animation, Second EditionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
All the tools and know-how to create digital characters that can move, express emotions, and talk      

3-D Human Modeling and Animation demonstrates how you can use your artistic skills in figure drawing, painting, and sculpture to create animated human figures using the latest computer technology. This easy-to-follow book guides you...
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Programming the Semantic WebO'Reilly, 2009
With this book, the promise of the Semantic Web -- in which machines can find, share, and combine data on the Web -- is not just a technical possibility, but a practical reality. Programming the Semantic Web demonstrates several ways to implement semantic web applications, using existing and emerging standards and technologies. You'll learn how to...
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